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Unity Racing Investments  
Win Bet - Newbury 15:55 - Even Keel @ 10/3  
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Betting Development  
Win Bet - Nottingham 20:30 - Daffy Jane @ 15/8  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Forest Can Beat West Brom Tonight  

One of the hardest tricks in football is to make an immediate return to the Premier 
League after being relegated to the Championship. Due to finances it gets harder as 
each season goes by and many clubs have failed to regain their top flight status at 
the first attempt. The second tier of English football is full of ambitious clubs who 
aspire to playing in the Premier League and the newly relegated clubs are up against 
it from the first match. West Brom went down last season and lost their first match in 
the Championship.  Tonight’s match at Nottingham Forest is crucial for their 
ambitions and if WEST BROM lose they will be a much bigger price than the current 
3/1 with William Hill to return to the Premier League at the end of this season. 


West Brom were beaten by Bolton at home on Saturday in the first league match of 
the season. They almost achieved the great escape by staying in the Premier 
League after turning things around in their last few matches. However, ultimately 
they had to deal with the nightmare scenario of dropping from the most lucrative 
league in the world to its poor relations. West Brom’s squad has been weakened by 
some key departures and Forest have undergone a massive recruitment drive.  The 
latter could be a better bet to reach the Promised Land and FOREST are the bet 
tonight to beat West Brom and that outcome is 31/20 with bet365. 


Old Trafford is one of the best cricket grounds in the world but it’s virtually empty 
when Lancashire play home matches in the County Championship. The popularity of 
T20 cricket will be illustrated tonight when there will be a crowded stadium for 
Lanchasire’s meeting with Durham in the T20 Blast. Home advantage and 
passionate support may not be enough to prevent a win for DURHAM who can be 
backed at 11/10 with Ladbrokes to win this fixture.    


There are four Flat meetings in Britain today and 28 races but the total prize fund 
across the board is £209,000 which is derisory. Racing is thriving at the top end and 
Glorious Goodwood was a roaring success. However, the bread and butter fare is 
ordinary and Newbury’s richest race at 3.25pm is worth about £7,500 to the winner. 
REBEL ASSUALT is the horse to back at 2/1 with Coral. 
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Saeed Bin Suroor, Neil King And Stuart Williams Are 
All Looking Good - By High Roller Racing


Three trainers have caught my eye this week and I felt you may like to share my 
thoughts on their yards as they look as if there are plenty of winners to come from 
them in the next week or so.


Saeed Bin Suroor is in good form after a poor May he has got the team running to 
form with Benbati winning a Group1 at Munich a week last Sunday.  Back at normal 
everyday racing Saeed has Fitzsimmons and Volcanic Sky ready and waiting to visit 
the winners enclosure. Returning Glory is entered up and is just 2lb above his last 
run behind Errant Knight and he could strike soon. It seems very prudent to note 
Saeeds entries for the week then see who he actually runs.


Neil King hasn’t got a stable with all the cavalry that Saeed has but Neil does very 
well with the horses at his disposal. A very decent high percentage of Neil’s runners 
are running to form at present and they have been rewarded by career best 
performances from Mamoo, Little Windmill, Chimes of Dylan, Lil Rockerfeller and 
Comanche Chieftain. It is highly incredible the yard has horses who are still 
producing career bests. Any of these running in the next week or so really must be 
followed in the form they are in. Also from the yard Third Estate looks capable of 
winning now handicapper has dropped him and the reduced distance he is running 
in near to hand entries. Another trainer not to ignore.


Stuart Williams has only saddled four winners in last two weeks as I write but the 
win last Friday by Don Armando at Goodwood means Stuart has equalled his 
winners haul of thirty two from last season. It has been noticed majority of his 
horses seem to have won on the better ground due to the UK’s better weather this 
summer. Gregarious Girl and Daschas have entries close to hand and are firmer 
ground horses. Others to watch for from Stuart’s team are Watchmyeverymove and 
Broughton Excels both of whom could step forwards in the coming week or so. We 
have to watch the entries for this yard and then see which race they elect to run in. 
Don’t ignore the Williams team.


High Roller Racing has a strike rate of 64.52% in July and after a poor start to 
August got back to winning way with Sub Lieutenant at Galway WON 15/8 
recommended with SP of 5/4. It won’t be long before High Roller is back in profit 
this month. It’s free to join and we tip one horse maximum per day. Give us a try and 
you only pay if we win for you. Follow the link below. Have a good week.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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